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TIFR Near Infrared Spectrometer and Imager 

(1 - 2.5 micron) 

Introduction
TIFR Near Infrared Spectrometer and Imager (TIRSPEC) is mounted on 2-m Himalayan Chandra 
Telescope (HCT) IAO, Hanle, Ladakh, India. It covers wavelength from 1 to 2.5 micron, for near-
infrared medium resolution spectroscopy as well as imaging. TIRSPEC was developed in 
collaboration with Mauna Kea Infrared (MKIR), Hawaii. 
Detector array in the instrument is 1024x1024 Hawaii-1 array. With 0.3 arcsec per pixel resolution, 
the instrument provides a Field of View (FoV) of 307 x 307 arcsec2 in imaging mode. Spectroscopy
mode gives a wavelength coverage from 1 micron to 2.5 micron with resolution of ~1200. Apart 
from single order mode to cover 1.02-1.20 micron, 1.21-1.48 micron, 1.49-1.78 micron and 2.04-
2.35 micron, cross disperse modes are also available to provide simultaneous wavelength coverage 
of 1.02-1.49 micron and also 1.50-2.45 micron.

Instrument is operated remotely from CREST, IIA, Hoskote, Bangalore.

Instrument web page : http://www.tifr.res.in/~daa/tirspec/ 

Observing Strategy
NIR observation are in many ways similar to optical observations but with some extra steps to 
correct for higher dark current in detector and also constantly varying NIR sky.

Before your observations start, you should take 3 frames of 100 sec dark current frames. We have 
found that it is enough to take one set of 3 dark frames at the beginning and end of one night's 
observation.

These dark current frames will be averaged and used to subtract the dark current of the detector 
from your science images.

For imaging, it is also important to take twilight sky flats. Especially for J and narrow band filters .

For H and Kshort, you can use the median of dithered night sky images itself for creating a master 
flat for the night.

At HCT, we have found the twilight flat time is around 20 minutes after sunset and 20 minutes 
before sunrise. But this can vary depending on the time of the year. 

Make sure, the flats are not saturated. Telescope operators will help you in deciding that.

In general to prevent saturation, make sure the counts*”Total Readouts” are not above 10,000. 

Once the sky has become dark, you can start the observations.

You could give filename same as the name of object but no spaces are allowed. File numbers will be
automatically incremented.  

http://www.tifr.res.in/index.php/en/
http://mkir.com/
http://www.iiap.res.in/centers/iao


Imaging procedure:

Try to give a minimum exposure of 4 sec always. In typical cases you will never be giving 
exposures more than 40 seconds. (Never give more than 100s seconds ever).

Instead of increasing the exposure times of a single frame you can always take multiple exposures 
to increase the S/N ratio. In Ks and H filter, you might not be able to go beyond 30 seconds (more 
than 20 sec  is not recommended) due to sky background itself saturating the detector.

Dither telescope by ~15 arcsec to 3 or 5 different positions and take multiple frames.

Example: 5x(3*15s)    #  Take 3 frames of 15 sec exposures at 5 dither position.

(On the telescope control PC, there is a script to help you in deciding the dither pattern).

If your imaging field doesn't have any extended sources, you can use median of these dithered 
frames to create a sky frame. 

But if your field is crowded or has extended source like a Galaxy or Nebula, you will have to take 
sky region separately by moving the telescope to some region away from the extended source. This 
blank region images taken in dither position can then be median combined to form sky frames.

Just like in optical, after your science target observation, you have to observe standard stars in 
similar airmass for magnitude calibration. You can refer to Hunt et. al for NIR standard stars.

Note 1: It is okay, even if the star saturates a little in exposures. The final image you get will have 
those parts corrected.

Note 2: The image you receive is normalized by exposure time. So the counts will not increase if 
you increase exposure time. Instead the S/N ratio will improve. If you want to obtain the counts 
proportional to exposure time, just multiply the image with exposure time.

See Appendix A for available broad band and narrow band filters for photometry and imaging.

Spectroscopy procedure:

First, choose the slit width required based on how much is the seeing and how much 
resolution you need in spectra. Depending on the wavelength coverage required, you could choose 
the mode of spectroscopy. Single order modes will give smaller wavelength coverage in one 
exposure, while cross disperse mode will give YJ or HK orders together in a single exposure. 

For Single order you can use long slits, while for cross disperse mode you will have to use short 
length slits.

See Appendix A for available slit sizes, spectral modes and their wavelength coverage. Resolution 
of the spectra is ~1200.

Once the star is positioned in slit, if it is a faint source and  you plan to give total exposures more 
than 300 seconds, you can start the auto guider.

Even for spectroscopy mode, never give exposures of more than 100sec. You can always give 
multiple exposures of 100 seconds instead.

To prevent any unlucky incident of your favorite part of spectra falling on a bad pixel, you can do 
dithering along the slit. Take typically up to 3 positions along the slit. This will also help in 
reducing any noise due to incorrect flat fielding.

You can get a rough idea of the S/N of spectra by plotting a horizontal cut across the dispersion in 
the DV software tool in TIRSPEC's image acquisition system.

Figure 1: shows the expected exposure time required for 10 sigma continuum S/N of a star of given 



magnitude.

Fig:1 Red and green lines indicate the measured exptime required for 10 sigma S/N on different nights.

After exposures of one order is over, you should take Argon lamp spectra as well as tungsten 
calibration lamp spectra for calibration purposes. It is advisable to take this before moving any filter
/ slit wheels.

For telluric line removal, it is important to observe a bright NIR spectroscopic standard star also in 
nearby airmass range. For most of the cases observing an A0 type star is recommend, as we will be 
able to remove stellar lines from it using high resolution Vega star spectra. But if your main interest 
is in Hydrogen lines, you should also observe a late type star which has negligible hydrogen lines 
present in them.

Following site has a good collection of standard stars to choose from : 
http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/instruments/nearir-resources/spectroscopic-standards

General Comments

• Array has persistence. So after very bright imaging, you might see faint traces in next frame.
It might be a good idea to take some test images before proceeding to next frame after a very
bright star observation.

• The final slope image is equivalent to flux per unit time. So while reducing the image, keep 
in mind the exposure time to be taken in flat fielded image is 1 sec.

• Higher the total exposure time, better will be Signal to Noise Ratio.

• You don't have to worry much about getting bright stars in the field saturated, while slope 

http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/instruments/nearir-resources/spectroscopic-standards


image is calculated correct flux per unit time is correctly calculated.

• After the observation close in morning. A full night TIRSPEC data will come around 2 Gb, 
and it will be downloaded to Hoskote only by  noon.

TIRSPEC data

• One full night data will be ~2Gb.

• Each fits image file will have the following name format Slope-<imgname>-<no>.fits. 
Where <imgname> is the name of the image given while observing. And <no> is 
automatically appended image number.

• All the images which are downloaded to Hoskote are dark subtracted. So you don't have to 
do any dark subtraction.

• In the same directory, apart from images taken at night, you will also find two *.pl bad pixel 
mask files, one for photometry images and the other for spectroscopy frames.

• SlopeimagesLog.txt , an ascii log file containing the images names, UT, Exptime, Filters , 
TARGET and COMMENT  will be present in the directory.

• The header of each fits file will also have all these information and will contain additional 
information like RA,Dec etc.

• Even though, the header shows the correct exposure of the image  EXPTIME , remember 
that the frames are divided by the exposure values, and hence the Itime of images should be 
taken to be 1 sec, during data reduction.

Data Reduction

Semi-automated TIRSPEC data reduction tool have been developed, latest version of the 
scripts and its documentation can be downloaded from http://www.tifr.res.in/~daa/tirspec/#software

This tools will guide you through flat fielding, photometry as well as spectra reduction.

APPENDIX A

Instrument Overview

Wavelength Range 1 to 2.5 micron

Detector 1kx1k Hawaii-1 array

Array Size 1024 x 1024

Pixel Size 18 micron

Pixel Scale 0.3 arcsec/pixel

Field of View 307 x 307 arcsec2

Spectral resolution ~1200

Minimum Exposure 0.9 sec

http://www.tifr.res.in/~daa/tirspec/#software


Imaging Details

Broad Band Photometric filters

Filter Band pass (micron)

J 1.17 - 1.33 

H 1.49 - 1.78

K-short 1.99 - 2.30

Narrow Band Photometric filters

Filter Central Wavelength(micron) Band Width (%) 

Methane off 1.584 3.6 %

[Fe II] 1.645 1.6 %

Methane on 1.654 4.0 %

H2 (1-0) 2.1239 2.0 %

Br Gamma 2.166 0.98 %

K-Cont 2.273 1.73 %

CO (2-0) 2.287 1.33 %
Filter Scans are also available in ascii format : Zipped

 http://www.tifr.res.in/~daa/tirspec/FilterScans.zip

Spectroscopy Details

Single Order Mode

Order Wavelength Range (micron)

Y 1.02 - 1.20 

J 1.21 - 1.48 

H 1.49 - 1.78

K 2.04 - 2.35

Cross Disperse Mode

X Disp Order Wavelength Range (micron)

YJ 1.02 - 1.49 

HK 1.50 - 2.45 

http://www.tifr.res.in/~daa/tirspec/FilterScans.zip


Available Slits

Slit Width (arcsec) Length (arcsec)

S1 1" 10"

S2 1.48" 10"

S3 1.97" 10"

S4 2.96" 10"

S5 7.92" 10"

L1 1" 300"

L2 1.48" 300"

L3 1.97" 300"

L4 2.96" 300"

L5 7.92" 300"

Detector Characteristics

Read Noise 4.3 ADU

Dark Current 0.032 ADU/sec

Gain ~5 e/ADU 
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